**Effective Date** | 4/27/2017
---|---
**Impacted Manual #(#)/Manual Title(#):**
Manual 14B – PJM Region Transmission Planning Process
---|---
**Conforming Order(#):**
NA
---|---
**Associated Issue Tracking Title:**
NA
---|---
**Committee Approval Path - What committee(s) have already seen these changes?**
PC – First Read – 3/9/2017
MRC – First Read – 3/23/2017
PC – Seek Endorsement – 4/13/2017
MRC – Seek Endorsement – 4/27/2017
---|---
**MRC 1st read date:** | 3/23/2017
**MRC voting date:** | 4/27/2017
---|---
**Impacted Manual sections:**
Baseline Thermal Analysis Language update - Section 2.3.6
PRC-023 Language update – Attachment G.10
SPS/RAS Language Update – Throughout Manual
Removal of EE references - Throughout Manual
---|---
**Reason for change:**
Baseline Thermal Analysis Language update – align language with analytical procedure
PRC-023 Language update – update for new version of requirement
SPS/RAS Language Update – Definitional change
Removal of EE references – data incorporated into Load forecast
---|---
**Summary of the changes:**
Baseline Thermal Analysis Language update – Remove references to re-dispatch
PRC-023 Language update – update for new version of requirement
SPS/RAS Language Update – Remedial Action Scheme replaces Special protection Scheme
Removal of EE references – data incorporated into Load forecast